CommCare ODK Form Entry Interface Strings

Note: ODK Translations are only possible in CommCare 2.3 and above.

The strings used during form entry are unfortunately a bit more difficult to locate. Here are the names of all the available translations.

Warning: Special characters and Arguments are encoded differently!

In ODK's translations you will see "escaped" letters. These are letters that need to have a forward slash before them, like:

`\`

as well as arguments (things that are filled in at runtime) that look like:

`%s`

CommCare does not need to escape letters, so you can remove the forward slash (`\`). It also encodes arguments with a different syntax (`${0}` where `0,1,2,3...` is the number of the argument. Most translations have only one argument if any).

As an example, the following in ODK:

`"%s"

If used in CommCare, needs to be:

`${0}`

To find the default values of each translation, please look here: OpenDataKitCollect Translations. Find the item you're looking for and match it with one of the items below. You will likely need to add an odk_ prefix to the item in the linked document (as shown below).